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ABSTRACT  
 
      In this paper, a new multi-level scheme for image fusion is presented, using texture and information about the 

image. The original images are preprocessed and we get new images that are required accordingly for the further 

processing of image. The experiment results demonstrate that several real image data that the proposed scheme can 

achieve better fusion performance than the traditional pyramid decomposition methods. 

In proposed system such issues are solved using various privacy protection methods also this system 

has three models, which initially have zero trust among them. Multi-level image fusion technique is used 

for generating a strong and secure key that will be given by the manager to the user whenever required. 

In this way proposed system will provide much better privacy and security of the data in cloud and 

provide a better secure access of data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Cloud computing is stated as a group of computers that are combined and used to provide different computations 

and tasks. Cloud computing is most important IT paradigms. One key benefit offered from this IT technology is 

reduced time and costs on the market for the companies. Cloud computing allows organizations to use shared 

storage and resources which is better than to develop and operate with their own infrastructure. Cloud computing 

also provides organizations to have a secure, flexible and beneficial IT infrastructure.  

Data protection is the major security aspect that is to be looked after, because any of the organizations won’t transfer 

their data to remote machines if there is no data protection guaranteed from the cloud service providers. 

Image fusion is stated as a method where various images and features of images can be binded together to form 

different images. 

Image fusion is also stated as information fusion on the underlying conditions of selected images. From this one can 

understand that image fusion is not a free of flaws problem of image processing. Rather, more attention must be 

payed towards the underlying physical mechanism needed by image fusion. 
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There are various techniques for image fusion. The selection of the appropriate one is dependent strongly on the 

kind of application. A relatively easy approach of fusion consists of deducting the fused image by averaging pixels 

of the image sources. 

One of the popular instances of fusion in a biological system is the visual system of the rattlesnakes. These vipers 

possess organs, which are sensitive to thermal radiation. Based on such real-life example, many researchers are 

using neural networks to model multi-sensor image fusion [1, 2] 

Another biological-inspired fusion method is the approach same as multi-resolution (MR) decompositions [3,4]. It is 

highly inspired by the fundamental reality that human visual system is sensitive to local contrast changes, that is the 

edges and MR decompositions provide a convenient spatial-scale localization of these local changes. 

The basic strategy of a comprehensive MR fusion scheme is to use particular fusion rules to build a combined MR 

representation from its MR representation of the different input sources. Fused image is then obtained by performing 

the inverse decomposition process.  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Hall D. L. and Linas J. et al. [1], An introduction to multisensor data fusion, it is an upcoming technology put in 

practical use to the Department of Defense areas such as battlefield surveillance and guidance, automated target 

recognition and control of automated vehicles and non-DoD applications like smart buildings, monitoring of 

complex machine and medical diagnosis. Methods for multisensor data fusion are derived from large range of areas 

which includes pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and statistical estimation. It gives a tutorial on applications 

of data fusion, identification of applicable methodes and process models.  

Zhou J, Silander J A Civco D L, et al. [2], in A wavelet transform method to merge LandsatTM and SPOT 

panchromatic data, explained that we present a WT method to merge two types of data to take benefit of the high 

spectral resolution of Landsat TM images and the high spatial resolution of SPOT panchromatic images. In a 

pyramidal fashion, each TM reflective band or SPOT PAN image that is decomposed into orthogonal wavelet 

representation at any given coarser resolution consists of a set of high frequency, spatially-oriented images and low 

frequency approximation image. The combined images were drawn by carrying out an inverse WT using the detail 

images from SPOT PAN and approximation image from each TM band, band-by-band. The spatial and spectral 

features of the combined final output of wavelet methods are compared quantitatively with those of IHS PCA and 

Brovey transform. It came out that multisensor data merging is a trade-off among the spectral information from low 

spatial-high spectral resolution sensor and the spatial structure from a high spatial-low spectral resolution sensor. 

With this method, it becomes easy to control trade-off. Experiments proved that the best spatial and spectral quality 

can be accomplished with WT methods, on comparing with the other three methods studied. 

Zhang Z and Blum R.S., et al. [3], in “A region-based image fusion scheme for concealed weapon detection, 

transforms studied that The identification of features such as height, edges, width and areas of interest in every 

image are used to support the process of fusion. Experiments have shown that the algorithm works in many 

conditions. Using number of sensors in vision system will reduce machine and human errors in recognition and 
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detection of objects. An interesting case of interest is when images from various types sensors are combined. 

Concealed weapon detection (CWD) is interesting application. Image fusion method is explained that combines 

parts of pixel level fusion with feature-level fusion. Images are fused by merging their WT. 

Piella G., 2002, et al [4], in A general framework for multiscale image fusion from pixels to regions. The low 

frequency band of the image, multiresolution representation is divided into background regions, sub-important 

regions and regions. Each feature of regions is applied to represent the degree of membership of regions. The last 

image fusion output can be acquired by using inverse multiresolution transform. Experiments have resulted that this 

new explained method of image fusion performs better than existing methods of image fusion. 

Unser M., 1995, et al [5] in Texture classification and segmentation using wavelet frames proposed a new method to 

depict texture properties at multiple scales by using WT. This study uses complete wavelet decomposition, which 

gives a representation which is translation invariant. It shows that this representation contains a tight frame and it 

has a fast iterative algorithm. A texture is differentiated by group of channel variances calculated at result end of the 

filter bank. Classification tests with 12 Brodatz textures shows that the discrete wavelet frame method is superior to 

a standard WT feature extraction. These results also suggest that this approach must perform better than most 

traditional single resolution techniques. A comparison of various orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelet transforms 

classification performance of is also provided. Finally, the DWF feature extraction technique is incorporated into a 

simple multicomponent texture segmentation algorithm. 

P. J. Burt and R. J. Kolczynski, et al [6] in Enhanced Image Capture through Fusion, presented an extension to the 

pyramid approach to image fusion. These new updations address problems that arise with past approach of fusion. 

Particularly, the updations provided great shift in variance and immunity to video noise. The algorithm for fusion 

was developed so that it must to perform well for a set of tasks without the need of adjusting the parameters of the 

algorithm. The outputs were unaffected by modifications in the parameters of the images, showing that the method 

is generic and robust. 

D.R.Barron and O. D. J. Thomas,et al [7], in Image Fusion Through Consideration Of Texture Components  

extension to 'detail fusion' through match and salience analysis is proposed the four details or edge orientations 

known are elongated to twenty-four textures. Results of both the procedures are compared.  

Xydeas. C.S, Petrovic. V, et al [8], in Objective image fusion performance measure, defined a measure for 

objectively using pixel level fusion performance. This new metric show the quality of information (visual) acquired 

from input image fusion and is used for comparing the different image fusion algorithms performance. The results of 

this experiment clearly show that this metric is significant. 

Eric W. Weisstein, et at [9], in K-Means Clustering Algorithm from MathWorld proposed an algorithm for 

clustering into K disjoint and  data points subsets  containing  data points to reduce the addition of squares 

standard. 

                   
Where  = vector showing the nth data point   
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             = geometric centroid of the data points in .  

Generally the algorithm doesn’t achieve a  minimum of J. Algorithm uses discrete assigning of values than a set of 

parameters that are continues. Inspite of these limitations, the algorithm is used often because it is ease to 

implement. 

It consists of a re-estimation process as follows. First the to the K sets the data points are appointed at random. For 

step one, centroid is calculated for each set. In step two, each point is assigned to the cluster which has its centroid 

near to that point. These are alternatively repeated until in the assignment of the data points there is no change 

further. 

 
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

    This paper is inspired from the basics of image and the operations that can be performed on images. One of the 

most interesting things we can do is fuse multiple images. As image is collection of pixels and each pixel have its 

own RGB components and its corresponding values. So we can use this fused image for multiple purposes such as 

encryption and key generation processes. As the name specifies Multi-Level image fusion, this will clearly give idea 

that multiple images are used for fusion. The users can select any number and any type of image needed. Suppose 

the user selects 5 images to fuse, then the 1
st
 image will be fused with the 2

nd
 image, the result of fusion of 1

st
 and 2

nd
 

images will then be fused with the 3
rd

 image in the series, the result of fusion of 3
rd

 image and the previous result of 

fusion of 1
st
 and 2

nd
 image will again be fused with the 4

th
 image in the series as this will continue till the last image 

in the series. The resultant image will be the fusion of all the images. As many images are used the type of the 

images would vary and also the parameters of images will be different that one another.  But for the process we are 

using all the images must be in the same size i.e. the basic parameters of the images must be same which are height 

and width of the images. So once the user selects the images, preprocessing of the images must be done. So by using 

some algorithms images are resizes and bought into same sizes.  

 

The above equation allows resizing of images. 

Here, I = image 

For checking if the images are resized we calculate the mean of the images. The variations in the mean of images 

will show that the images are resized. 

The overall mean can be calculated by using the following mathematical equation 

Overall mean =  

Where W = width of image 

            H = height of image    

             (rgb) = red green and blue components of image. 

Now after this we get the resized images which can be fused. So any image is collection of pixels and pixels are 

collection of RGB components. These RGB components have some certain value ranging from  0-255.    

The following algorithm is used for the process of image fusion. 

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/GeometricCentroid.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/GlobalMinimum.html
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1. Start 

2. Load preprocessed directory images ( ) 

3. Set J=1 

4. For i=1 to length ( ) 

                        if (J==1) 

                         

                        

                      ; 

                       ;  

            end   

 

                if (J>1) 

               ; 

 

               J = J+1; 

               end    

5. Save I; 

           End // end of for 

6. Stop 

Image fusion algorithm starts and then we load the preprocessed images from the directory where we saved them, 

suppose we call it PDi,  then we  set a variable J to 1 and apply the for loop that starts with i= 1 to the length of PDi 

i.e. the number of images in PDi. The condition is checked using if J== 1, if it is true the following will be executed. 

I1 is the image one and as J is one, it will represent the position of the image in directory, now J is one so PDi(j) is 1 

so it will show the first image. Likewise the value of J will be incremented to J + 1 and it will show the second 

image.  Now we need to fuse the images so we will perform the averaging method and the fusion will be done. The 

value of J will again incremented by 1 and this will end the first if condition. Now the second if condition is required 

to check J is greater than 1, if true then I will be the result image of the fusion of the first two images. Now this 

resultant image must be fused with the third image in the series that will be given by PDi(J) and again J will 

increment by 1 and the condition will end.  The resultant image I will be saved and the for loop will end. In this way 

we will get a fused image. 
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